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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The double oxidation techniQue usins 0-18 as a 
tracer has been successfull~ used to identif~ the 
transport mechanisms in srowinS oxide scales. The 
detailed mechanism of oxidation is of more than 
academic interest as it determines Srowth stresses 
and oxide spallation. The aim of this stud~ was to 
develop anal~sis techniQues to obtain Quantitative 
diffusion data from the tracer concentration 
profiles in srowins oxide scales. An oxide can Sraw 
inward at the metal-oxide interface b~ inward 
ox~sen diffusion, it can Srow outward at the sas 
oxide interface b~ outward cation diffusion or it 
can ~row b~ a combination of both the mechanisms. 
The problem of determininS the fraction of inward 
and outward srowth of the scale from the tracer 
concentration profile was solved. The process of 
tracer diffusion in a SrowinS pol~cr~stalline scale 
was theoreticall~ modelled. 
1 
The analwsis techniQues developed were then 
applied to a FeCrAI-Zr allow bw usina SIMS to 
obtain the tracer profile. 
2 
... 
CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE SURVEY 
2.1 Mathematics of diffusion 
2.1.1 Di ffusion 
Atoms in a solid are in constant motion about 
their lattice sites. Occasionall~, a few atoms 
sa in sufficient eners~ to Jump into neishbourin~ 
sites. This random movement of atoms is called 
diffusion. Self diffusion is the phenomenon of 
miSration of atoms in the absence of concentration 
gradients. Self diffusion can be studied b~ 
introducing an isotopic tracer into the system 
such that the diffusing atoms can be identified. 
Strictly speaking the diffusion coefficients of 
isotopes are related b):l the eauat i or': ( K2)'2 
Hl 
••• (2.1) 
Where M and M are the masses and D and D are the 
1 2 1 2 
diffusion coefficients of the isotopes. However, 
senerall~ the isotopic masses are so close to 
each other that the diffusion coefficients are 
assumed to be the same. When 0-18 is used as a 
tracer to stud~ ox~gen diffusion, the difference 
3 
is abolJt 6i::. 
2.1.2 Fick's laws 
Matter flows in a manner to decrease its 
concentration Sradient or more precisels its 
chemical potential sradient. The 
2 
densits,J (kg/m sec), of the species i in 3 
i 
dimensions i5 ~iven bs: 
Where II 
••• (2. 2) 
2 
is the diffusion coefficient (m /sec), 
3 
P is the densits (ks/m ) and C1 is the mass 
fractional concentration sradient (m-1 ). This is 
Fick's first lalol. In 1-dilTrension EGuation 
beconles: 
••• (2.3) 
From EQuation 2.3 and using the principle of 
mass conservation C1J it can be shown that: 
~Cl _ ~tDl aCt) 
a 1t ax ax 
••• (2.4) 
where t is the time. This is Fick's second law. 
If D 
i 
beconles: 
is independent of position , EQuation 2.4 
ac t 
at: ••• (2.5) 
2.1.3 Diffusion mechanisms 
1 
4 
Diffusion senerall~ occurs b~ a vacanc~ or an 
interstitial mechanism. An atom adjacent to a 
vacanc~ can exchanse sites with the vacanc~ and 
thus misrate throush the cr~stal. Some atoms 
occu~~ ~ositions in the interstices of the 
cr~stal lattice. The~ can move either b~ Jumping 
from an interstitial site to another (interstitial 
mechanism) or b~ displacins a lattice atom into an 
interstitial position and takins UP the lattice 
site itself (interstitialc~ mechanism). 
The predominant point defects in an ionic 
cr~stal are [2J: 
i) Schottk~ disorder- Stoichiometric proportion of 
cations and anion vacancies. 
ii) Frenkel disorder- EQual number of cation 
vacancies and interstitials. 
iii) Anti Frenkel disorder- EQual number of anion 
interstitials and vacancies. 
iv) Anti Schottk~ disorder- Stoichiometric 
proportion of anion and cation interstitials. 
5 
---- ---- ----------
It should be noted that the experimental 
diffusion coefficient can be represented bw an 
Arrhenius twpe eQuation: 
D.. D up (_ 9. ) 
_ 0 RT ••• (2.6) 
2 
where D is the preexponential term em Isec) and Q 
o 
is the activation enersw (kJ/mole). 
2.2 Grain boundarw diffusion 
2.2.1. Introduction 
Enhanced srain boundarw diffusion has been 
observed in several oxides [3-4J. The observed 
tracer concentration profile in a polwcrwstalline 
sample is due to both fast diffusion alons the 
Srain boundaries and slower diffuson into the 
Srains from the surface and the srain boundaries. 
Some of the models ~roposed to mathematicallw 
treat the combined Srain boundarw and volume 
diffusion problem are discussed in the ne:·:t 
sectior •• 
2.2.2 Mathematical treatment 
6 
Fisher [5J modelled a srain boundar~ as a 
thin slab of thicl-,ness III extendins into a send 
infinite crwstal 
coefficient D 
b 
1 ) The diffusion 
in the srain boundar~ is much 
Sreater than the diffusion coefficient in the 
cr~stal. Whipple [6J used the Fisher model and 
obtained exact solutions of the ave rase tracer 
concentration profile usins Fourier Laplace 
transforffis. He used a constant source condition 
C (;.: no t) =C for t>O and ~=O 
o 
He obtained that the logarithm of the average 
tracer concentration (In C) varies linearl~ with 
6/5 
~ with a slope that can be related to the grain 
boundar~ diffusion coefficient b~ the eauation 
where: y 
Tl· -- B = (ll-l)w JTft 2 
••• (2. 7) 
Levine and MacCallum [7J solved the grain 
boundar~ diffusion eQuation directl~ for the 
average con~entration in pol~cr~stalline samples 
7 
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FIGURE 1 - Fisher's model of a grain boundary. 
B 
and found that for >10 the last term in 
Eauation 2.7 is independent of ns-1/ 2 and is eaual 
to 0.78. This was later confirmed for WhipPle's 
solution b~ LeClaire [8J. 
Suzuoka [9J solved the same problem, but 
assumed an instantaneous source condition ie., 
x=O, t=O 
where K is the surface density of the planer 
source. His solution also predicted a linear plot 
6/5 
between In C and ~ with: alne _ 75 
-1/2 6/5 o. d(nB ) 
Thus to obtain the value of D w experimental 
b 6/5 
values of In C can be plotted asainst y .A 
straisht line can be fitted to the data points of 
deeper penetrations. The slope of this line can 
be used to determine the value of D W 
b 
EGuation 2.7. 
usins 
Zaeschmar (10J treated the srain boundary 
diffusion problem b~ considerins the polycr~stal 
as a 3-dimensional brickwork of cylindrical 
Srains. He introduced another empirical parameter 
- the fillins time of a srain. Oishi and Ichimura 
(11J treated the problem as the homoseneous 
fillins of a srain pinned to the Srain boundars 
9 
at an arbitrar~ distance from the surface. As this 
author has used the Oishi-Ichimura ~eometrical 
confi~uration for modellin~, it will be described 
in detail later. 
2.3 Previous studies of ox~~en diffusion in 
alumir.a 
2.3.1. Lattice diffusivit~ 
Oishi and Kin~er~ [12J st'Jdied 
diffusion in sinsle cr~stal alumina usins ~aseous 
exchan~e techniQue. Their plot of los CD> versus 
o 10 
lIT showed a break at 1650 C which was interpreted 
as an extrinsic to intrinsic transition. The hi~h 
temperature data showed that: 
while the fit to the low temperature data 
su~~ested that: 
D • 6.3xlO-12exp(-241 kJ/mole) 2 
RT m Isee ••• (2.9) 
This was later shown to be ar. e:·:pe r i Ii.enta 1 artifact 
sensitive to the surface preparation of the 
specimen. When the samples in the low temperature 
re~ion were preannealed before the diffusion 
anneal, the measured diffusion coefficients fell 
on the extrapolation of the hi~h temperature data. 
10 
-------------------,~""~~,----
Oishi, Ando and Matsuhiro [13J studied hish purity 
vapour STown crwstals usins the same method as 
Oishi and Kinser~. Their results were in 
approximate asreement with Oishi and Kinserw's 
results. 
Reed and Weunsch [14J studied sinsle crwstal 
alumina usins ion probe. Their data suSsest 
that: 
D • 6.4 exp(-787R~'mole) 2/ . m sec •.. (2.10) 
Reddy and Cooper [ISJ exchansed sinsle 
crystal alumina in enriched 0-18 Sas and measured 
the tracer concentration profile usins proton 
activation. Their data fit the eauation: 
. -2 (-615 kJ/mole) 2, (2 11) D - 2.66xlO exp RT m sec ••. . 
Cawlew, Halloran and Cooper [16J exchanged 
sinSle cr~stal alumina in Reddw's Sas exchanse 
apparatus. The tracer profiles were determined bw 
both proton activaton and Secondarw Ion Mass 
Spectrometrw (SIMS). Caw lew found that the 
diffusion coefficient of ox~sen was insensitive to 
impuritw levels and OKwSen partial pressure and 
could be described b~: 
,D _ 1.51Xlo-3exr(-S27R~/mole) m21sec ••• (2.12) 
11 
Recentl~ LaSerlof, Heuer and Mitchell studied 
the annhilation of dislocation loops b~ annealins 
deformed c~linders of Al 0 • Based on the 
2 3 
assumption that the self diffusion of ox~Sen was 
rate controllins the~ calculated the diffusion 
coefficient of ox~Sen in undoped alumina as: 
D 6 8 10-4 (-587 kJ/mole) 2/ - • x~ exp RT m sec ••• (2.13) 
It should be noted that the data of Oishi and 
Ando, Redd~ and Cooper, Cawle~, Halloran and 
Cooper, and Laserlof and Heuer, taken b~ usins 
different techniClI.Jes, aSree well 
o 
temperature ranSe of 1250 to 1800 C. 
irl the 
So the 
lattice diffusion coefficient of ox~Sen in pure 
alumina is well established. 
2.3.2 Grain boundar~ diffusivit~ 
Mistler and Coble [17J calculated srain 
boundar~ diffusion coefficients and widths from 
the results of srain srowth, creep, sinterinS and 
diffusion. Mathematical models of sinterns and 
creep Save D W while .rain srowth models were 
b 
assuJfled to sH ve D / til. Thus II and W were 
b b 
calculated separatel~. The srain boundar~ width 
for alumina was reported to be between 9-12 nm 
12 
while the Srain boundar~ diffusion coefficient was 
ref'orted as: 
D - S.15x10-4exp(-451 kJ/mole) m2/sec 
b RT ••• (2.14) 
There is a lot of uncertianty in these 
results as the effect of imf'urities on Srain 
growth was neglected. The model assumed an 
effective diffusion coefficient D~ff siven b~: 
Deff - EDb + (1-£)D 
where E is the volume fraction of the Srain 
boundaries. The above eXf'ression does not take 
into consideration the diffusion from the Srain 
boundaries into the srains. 
Johnson and Berrin [18J used initial stage 
sinterins studies to obtain: 
.•• (2.15) 
However their model neglected the contribution of 
surface diffusion to the neck srowth. 
Lessins and Gordon [19J used creef' results of 
iron dOf'ed alumina samf'les to obtain: 
-7 -439 kJ/mole 3 
Dbw - 4.38xlO ap( RT ) m Isec ••. (2.16) 
However the~ had to ~uess the rate controlling 
diffusion f'rocess. At larse concentrations of 
divalent iron and large grain size the creef' was 
13 
assumed to be limited b~ oX~Sen srain boundar~ 
diffusion. 
Redd~ and Cooper [15J used proton activation 
on undoped polwcr~stalline alumina to obtain: 
-3 -690 kJ/mole 2 ( 17) Db - 4.41xl0 exp{ RT ) m !sec ••• 2. 
The boundary widths assumed were t~picall~ 15 to 
40 nm. This assumption is too larse as the srain 
boundar~ width of alumina is t~pically closer to 
0* 
lOA. There is thus a Sreat desree of disasreement 
between the reported values of Srain boundary 
diffusivit~ and boundar~ width. 
2.4 Oxidation of superallo~s 
2.4.1 Superallo~5 
The need to develop materials for hish 
temperature applications like Sas turbine ensines 
led to the development,of superallo~s (20). HerAl 
allo~s (H=Fe,Ni,Co) are promisins for use upto 
o 
1200 C. The hish strensth of these alloys is 
achieved b~ solid solution and precipitation 
hardeninS while Sood oxidation resistance is 
obtained by the formation of adherent protective 
oxide la~ers. These allo~s owe their oxidation 
* Personal communications with N.l.Peterson of 
Arsonne National laboratories. 
14 
resistance to the formation of an alumina scale 
since it is the most stable oxide and has the 
lowest free ener~~ of formation. Alumina is a 
stoichiometric oxide with low diffusion rates and 
is not attacked b~ either H 0 or CO. Gi~~ins and 
2 2 
Pettit [21] showed that the external alumina scale 
forms for certain compositions of the allo~ onl~. 
The amount of aluminum needed to form a continu6us 
scale can be reduced b~ increasin~ the chromium 
content as chromium acts as an ox~gen getter. 
2.4.2.Transient scales 
Though the superallo~s owe their oxidation 
resistance to the formation of a protective 
alumina scale, it has been found that initiall~ 
transient oxides are formed. ~ Smialek and 
Gibala [22] studied the structure of transient 
scales formed on pure,' Y doped and Zr doped NiCrAI 
allo~s. Oxidation of these allo~s for 0.1 hour 
o 
at 1100 C produced oriented ~ - Al 0 
2 3 
a - (AI,Cr) 0 or a spinel 
2 3 
like Ni(Cr,AI) 0 
2 4 
before the random a-AI 
scales were 
2 
densel~ 
o la~er was formed. The 
3 
populated with internal 
precipitates and there was evidence of plastic 
flow in the underl~in~ metal due to growth 
15 
stresses. The formation of coherent lawers of 
aluminium depleted phases indicated the selective 
removal of aluminium at these short times. 
Golishtlw. Wood and Stott[23J studied the 
oxidation of FeCrAl allows with various Y 
o 0 
additions at 1100 C and 1200 C. Thew observed the 
formation of transient oxides rich in iron and 
chromium in all cases which was followed bw the 
steadw state a-alumina scale. For the Y free allow 
it was found that the stead~ state was reached 
faster if the chromium content or the temperature 
was increased. The amount of transient oxide 
formed was also determined bw the specimen surface 
topoSraphw since the development of the 
a-alumina lawer was less rapid at the base of 
the allow asperities than at a flat allow oxide 
interface. 
2.4.3 Mechanism Of Oxidation 
Inert marker experiments b~ Hindam and 
Smeltzer [24J indicated that alumina scales ~row 
inward b~ ox~~en diffusion. Recent 0-18 tracer 
studies bw Reddw [25J have also confirmed that the 
16 
primar~ transport is ox~gen inward and the 
profiles are most consistent with the grain 
boundar~ transport model. 
Golightly et al. (26) observed that the 
growth morpholog~ of alumina scales on FeCrAI 
allo~s was different for Y free and Y containing 
allo~s. They suggested that in the Y free allo~, 
the scale grew b~ a combined inward ox~gen and 
outward aluminum transport mech~nism which caused 
lateral growth within the scale. This was 
responsible for the highl~ stressed oxide on the Y 
free allo~s. The absence of growth stresses and 
lateral growth in scales with Y was attributed 
to the blockins of outward aluminum diffusion. 
Whittle and Stringer (27J proposed a 
nucleation model to explain the 'Rare earth 
effect'. The~ suggested that the rare earth 
additions acted as nucleation sites for all the 
oxide phases, thus producing a finer grained 
initial oxide. This caused the stead~ state 
oxidation to be reached more rapidl~ and at a 
lower aluminum or chromium content. 
17 
2.4.4 Oxide adherence 
As discussed earlier, the introduction of 
small amounts of rare earth elements to the 
superallo~s caused a dramatic improvement in the 
scale adherence. Some of the mechanisms put 
forward to explain this 
follows (27,28J: 
phenomenon are as 
a) Y (or other rare earth elements> improve the 
chemical bond at the metal-oxide interface as the~ 
have a better affinit~ for OXYSen than the 
allo~inS elements. 
b) Yttride precipitates or ~ttria particles can 
induce mechanical peSSinS of the oxide scale on 
the substrate. 
c) Y promotes the formation of an inner ~ttria 
la~er which acts as a diffusion barrier and also 
decreases the mechanical and thermal stresses 
between the oxide and the allo~. 
d) Soluble Y in the allo~ can trap the metal 
vacancies and conseQuentl~ avoid yacanc~ 
coalescence at the metal oxide interface. 
18 
e) Y present in the oxide scale can infuence oxide 
defect ~obility and conseauently the diffusion 
rate in the oxide scale, oxide thickness and 
plasticity. 
Delaunay et al. studied the ~echanical 
stresses ~enerated in the oxide scale durin~ the 
oxidation of superalloys. They concluded that Y 
iruproves the oxide adherence by trapping the 
vacancies and preventing them froru precipitating at 
the metal oxide interface [29J.lt may also iruprove 
the oxide plasticity increasing the 
concentration of oxygen vacancies [30J. 
2.4.5 Growth kinetics and microstructure of 
FeCrAl-Zr alloy 
Smialek studied the microstructure of the 
oxide grown on the FeCrAI-Zr alloy used by this 
author. He saw monoclinic zirconia precipitates 
at the grain boundaries at the gas surface. There 
were deep depressions in the large grains at th~ 
metal-oxide interface which represented areas 
where the grain boundary regions had advanced 
faster than the interior of the srains due to 
19 
short circuit diffusion [31,32,33J. 
o 
At 1100 C, 
the ~rowth rate of the oxide was found to obew the 
law: 
0.46 
X = (K t) 
P 
••• (2.18) 
Where X is the oxide thickness and t is the 
oxidation time. The ~rain ~rowth in the alumina 
scale was found to obew the law: 
Grain size = (K t) 
s 
••. (2.19) 
There was a variation of ~rain size and shape 
across the scale. The ~rains near the ~as surface 
were spherical and small in size while the ~rains 
near the oxide-metal interface were larger in size 
and columnar in shape. 
2.5. Previous 0-18 sudies 
0-18 has been successfullw used as a tracer 
to identifw the ~rowth mechanisms of oxide scales. 
The double oxidation techniQue consists of 
successive oxidation of the allow in natural 
oxw~en and 0-18 tracer. The concentration profile 
of the tracer is determined bw some convenient 
techniQue like proton activation or SIMS. The 
tracer can then be used to identifw the resions of 
new ~rowth. The shape of the tracer concentration 
20 
profile can provide insight into the mechanism of 
oxide srowth. 
0-18 has been succesfull~ used as a tracer b~ 
man~ workers. Lees and Calvert [34J used the 
double oxidation techniQue on FeCr allo~s in 1976. 
In 1978, Sheasb~ and Brown[35J used SIMS to obtain 
0-18 concentration profiles in CoO scales. In 
1980, Hartle~ et al. 
18 
FeCr allo~s in a C 0 
2 
proton activation 
concentration profiles. 
to 
[36] at Harwell oxidized 
atmosphere. The~ used 
obtain the tracer 
In 1982 Lees et al. 
studied the mechanism of corrosion of low silicon 
[37J and hish silicon (38) ferritic steels in high 
pressure CO using 0-18 tracer. 
2 
Redd~[15] used the double oxidation techniQue 
to measure oxwSen diffusivities in various oxides. 
He used the proton activation techniQue to measure 
the tracer concentration profiles. Redd~ also 
studied the oxidation mechanism of NiCrAI allo~s 
b~ the double oxidation techniQue. Ver~ recentl~ 
Cawle~ studied the self diffusion coefficient of 
ox~gen in alumina using 0-18 tracer. He 
determined the tracer profiles bw both proton 
21 
activation and SIMS. Cawle~ also studied the 
thermal oxidation of silica and silicon carbide 
usin~ the same technioue. He ~as able to obtain 
~ood fits of his data to the theoratical 
calculations if he assumed different diffusion 
coefficients for his near surface and deep 
profiles. 
2.6. SIMS 
In SIMS (39),the sample is bombarded with 
+ 
hi~h ener~~ primar~ ions (Ar in this case). These 
primar~ ions penetrate into the solid where binar~ 
collisions with tar~et atoms occur. The primar~ 
atoms come to rest at the so called penetration 
depth and are thus implanted in the solid. These 
primar~ ions cause the tar~et atoms to be 
displaced frolTl the surface due to various 
~eneration tar~et recoils. These tar~et or 
secondar~ ions are passed throu~h a mass anal~zer 
where the~ are separated b~ mass to char~e ratios. 
An electron beam is also focussed on the sample to 
keep it neutral. 
22 
The number of sputtered secondary ions of a 
~iven type is a complex function of the surface 
concentration, electronic structure and sputterin~ 
conditions. However, as all the variables for 
isotopes are almost the same, the ratio of counts 
of isotopic ions ~ives the true value of isotopic 
concentration. 
The resolution of SIMS is limited 
norl-urli form sputter etchin~ which ma~ yield 
sputtered species from a ran~e of depths [40,41]. 
This problem is particularly severe at the ed~e of 
the crater. To avoid this problem the raster 
satins techniGue is used where the beam scans over 
a larse area and detects secondary ions from the 
central portion of the crater only, Another 
problem faced when sputterin~ insulators is that 
of char~in~ due to ion removal. If the charSing 
is stable it can attenuate the secondary ion 
si~nal (42J. The electron beam can neutralize the 
secondary ions, causin~ further complications. 
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The advantase of usins SIMS over proton 
activation is its depth resolution which is less 
o 
than lOA. Also there is no limit on the depth of 
the sputtered crater exept for the machine time. 
SIMS also provides the data in a ver~ convenient 
form and can monitor upto 9 elements at a time. 
However, the problems of non uniform 
sputterins, especiall~ in pol~cr~stalline samples 
can severel~ limit the resolution of SIMS and can 
actuall~ make the data worthless. This point will 
be discussed in detail later. The conversion of 
counts to concentration with the help of standards 
can be extremel~ unreliable as the ion ~ield 
depends on, amonS other thinSs. the sample surface 
preparation. the incident ansles of the ions and 
the sample microstructure. So it is extremel~ 
important to appl~ strinsent tests on the Qualit~ 
of data before an~ Quantitative information is 
obtained from it. 
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CHAPTER 3 
THEORY 
3.1 Statement of the problem 
0-18 has been successfull~ used as a tracer to 
identif~ the srowth mechanisms in oxide scales. 
The double oxidation techniaue is used to identif~ 
the diffusion processes involved. In this 
techniaue the allo~ is seauentiall~ oxidized, first 
in natural ox~gen and then in 0-18 tracer. The 
oxide grown durins the natural ox~sen oxidation is 
referred to as the old oxide while the oxide grown 
durins the tracer oxidation is referred to as the 
new oxide. The position of the new oxide Srowth is 
determined from the concentration profile of the 
tracer across the oxide scale. The tracer 
concentration profile is obtained b~ SIMS. 
It has been shown that the primar~ transport 
mechanism operative durins the growth of a -alumina 
scales on superallo~s is inward srain boundar~ 
diffusion of ox~Sen [15,32] .Thus the protective 
oxide scale has been found to be primaril~ inward 
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srowins. However, as the oxy~en tracer diffuses 
down the srain boundaries, it exchanses with 0-16 
existins in the srains. To set an~ Quantitative 
information from the tracer concentration profile, 
it is necessar~ to model this process of inward 
tracer grain boundar~ diffusion with exchanse. The 
advanta~e of a Quantitative model is that the srain 
boundar~ and the lattice diffusion coefficients can 
be obtained frol1l the shape of the tracer 
corlcerlt ration,.. rof'i 1 e. The effect of' structural 
paraltleters like the oHide grain size on the tracer 
profile can also be studied. It carl also be used to 
deterlfline if the scale is inward or ol.Jtward 
growins. In the case where scale growth is a 
combination of both the mechanisms. a silrlPle mass 
balance test can be used to separate the two 
processes. To model the diffusion process, Oishi 
and Ichimura's seometrical confisuraton of the 
. grain boundaries and srains have been used. 
In the model, the shape of 
concentration 
paral1leters: 
profile depends 
the tracer 
on the three 
1) the srain size 1', 2) the srain boundar!:l 
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diffusion coefficient 
diffusion coefficient 
D and 3) the lattice 
b 
D. choosins the 
appropriate values of the three paraffieters, a 
faffiil~ of curves can be sene rated which define a 
l'anSe of 0-18 profiles which are Quantitativel~ 
cOffiPatible with the inward o:{~sen diffusion 
rrtecharli Slrl. Corrversel~, siven an experiffiental 
tracer concentration profile, it sh'ould be possible 
to pin down the values of the three paraffieters. It 
should be noted that the srain size of the oxide 
scale can be obtained b~ SEM studies. A sood 
estimate of the srain bOlJndar~ di fflJsion 
coefficient c:an be obtained frolT! the srowth 
kinetics of the oxide while values of the lattice 
diffusion coefficient can be obtained froffi the 
literature. Thus there is independent inforffiation 
existins for all the three model parameters. A 
major assumpton made durins the model I inS of the 
diffusion process is that the oxide scale grows in 
a planar fashion. 
3.2 Expected Tracer Profiles 
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Figure 2 shows the scheltlat i c 0-18 
concentration F'rofiles for various transF'ort 
IDechanisms. If the outward aluminum transF'ort is 
the primar~ mechanism the scale will be outward 
growing. The tracer concentraton profile will be a 
18 
steF' function due to the formation of Al 0 at the 
2 3 
gas-oxide interface. If the transport mechanism is 
inward ox~gen Srain boundar~ transport, the scale 
will be inward srowins and the concentration 
profile will be a steF' function due to the formaton 
18 
of Al 0 at the metal-oxide interface. This is 
2 3 
however an ideal case. When the tracer in the 
grain boundaries comes in contact with 0-16 in the 
grains of the old scale, exchanse will take place 
and the concentration profile will look like Figure 
2c) • Finall~ if the diffusion mechanism is a 
cOIDbination of outward aluminiuID and inward ox~gen 
transPort the tracer p~ofle would look like Fisure 
2d) • 
3.3 Mass Balance 
Given a tracer concentration profile across 
the oxide scale a simF'le mass balance test can be 
used to deterIDine the srowth mechanism. As shown 
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in FiSure 3, a normalized concentration profile can 
be plotted such that the X-axis is a plot of the 
fraction of the total scale thickness while the 
Y-axis is the plot of the concentration of the 
tracer as a fraction of the maximum tracer 
concentration in the scale. 
We know that ever~ atom of 0-18 in the 
oxide scale sot there when the sample was exposed 
to the tracer. Thus the number of lattice sites 
occupied b~ the tracer atoms in the oxide scale 
must be the same a5 the number of ox~sen lattice 
sites created in the oxide durinS the tracer 
oxidation. This concept can be used to calculate 
the thickness of the new oxide Y as shown in 
new 
Fisl.Jre 3b). Y is so chosen, that area A in 
new 
Fisure 3a) (amount of 0-18 in the total oxide) is 
eQual to the area B in Fisure 3b) (amount of ox~Sen 
in the new oxide). Havins established the new 
oxide thickness, it can be determined if the Srowth 
mechanism is primaril~ inward ox~Sen transport or a 
combinaton of outward aluminum and inward ox~Sen 
transport. If the diffusion mechanism is inward 
transport of ox~Sen throush the srain boundaries 
with exchanSe, the scale is inward srowins. Then 
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the number of 0-18 atoms retained in the old oxide 
must be the same as the number of 0-16 atoms found 
in the new oxide as the~ are both involved in the 
same exchan~e process. Thus if area C is eaual to 
the area D in FiSure 3c) the transport mechanism is 
inward ox~sen diffusion. However, if area C is 
sreater than area D some of the tracer atoms in C 
did not set there due to exchanse but rather due to 
outward aluminium 
:L8 
diffusion le~ding to the 
formation of Al 0 at the sas-oxide interface. In 
:2 3 
this case, it is possible to determine, at least in 
principle, what fraction of the scaJe growth is due 
to each mechanism. Thus Y can be split UP into 
in OIJt new 
Y and Y such that area E=area F in Fi~ure 3d). 
new new 
This allows the ~rowth kinetics to be sP~it UP into 
inward growth and outward growth and both these can 
be separatel~ anal~sed. So with profiles of 
sufficient aualit~, one can obtain detailed 
inforlllation b~ simple mass balance anal~sis. It 
should be noted that this is model free. 
It should be mentioned that the mass balance 
criterion is valid if the number of tracer atoms in 
the grains at the oxide-gas interface due to direct 
surface exchanse with the ~as is neslected. This 
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is a valid assumption because the ~rain boundar~ 
diffusivit~ is much hi~her than the lattice 
diffusivit~ in the oxide and the penetration depth 
of the tracer atoms due to volume diffusion at the 
surface is ne~li~ible. 
Much more informaton can be obtained from the 
actual shape of the tracer concentration profile, 
if the actual eQuations dekcribin~ tracer 
incorporation durin~ scale ~rowth could be directl~ 
solved. Even in the simple case of inward ox~gen 
diffusion it is a formidable problem of combined 
lattice and grain boundar~ diffusion with a moving 
boundar~ under an imposed field. However a 
relativel~ simple but still realistic model permits 
the diffusion eQuations to be solved. 
3.4 Geometrical Confi~uration 
Figure 4 shows an idealised drawing of the old 
scale with hexagonal srains arran~ed in a close 
packed two dimensional network. These ~rains are 
formed durin~ the 0-16 oxidation and contain 
natural ox~~en atoms. When the sample is exposed 
to the tracer, 0-18 diffuses rapidl~ down the ~rain 
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boundaries to form new oxide at the oxide-metal 
interface. However, while diffusins down the Srain 
boundaries the tracer comes into contact with the 
Srains which have 0-16 in them. This causes a 
tracer exchan~e between the srain boundaries and 
srains. It sho~ld be noted that the srains close 
to the Sas surface have more tracer in them due to 
sreater exchanse time than the srains at the 
old-oxide new-oxide interface. 
To model this process of srain boundar~ 
diffusion of tracer with the 
Oishi-Ichimura seometrical confisuration has been 
chosen as shown in FiSure 5. The pol~cr~stalline 
oxide is assumed to consist of eaual sized 
spherical srains and to possess a Srain boundar~ 
diffusion coefficient that is much sreater than the 
lattice diffusion coefficient. Diffusion of the 
tracer proceeds from the Sas surface preferentiall~ 
alons the Srain boundaries .nd from the STain 
bouridaries radiall~ inward towards the center of 
the srains. The srain boundaries of thickness 
are assumed to be perpendicular to the oxide 
surface. The srains of radius r are assumed to be 
attached to the Srain boundaries at an~ arbitrar~ 
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depth in the oxide and are assumed to be completel~ 
surrounded b~ the ~rain boundaries. Basicall~, the 
srains act a c. -, sinks for the tracer and are attached 
to the srain boundar~ diffusion path. The 
complicated two dimensional combined lattic~ and 
the boundar~ diffusion problem is transformed into 
a simple one dimensional diffusion problem in the 
srain boundary' with the srairls act iris as 
distributed sinks. The strensth of the sinks is 
siven bw the well known case of diffusion into a 
sphere. 
It should be noted that when the oxwsen flux 
TOT 
J enters the srain boundarw at the sas surface, 
it is all 0-18. However, as it comes in contact 
18 
with a srain, there is a flux of tracer, J , 
into the ~rain due to exchanse. However as the 
number of ox~~en sites in the srains are fixed, 
16 
there is an eQual and opposite flux J of 0-16 
atoms out of the srain and into the ~rain boundarw. 
Thus as the tracer diffuses down the srain boundarw, 
it becomes more and more diluted in 0-16 due to 
exchanse. The srains act as a sink drawins 0-18 
atoms from the srain boundarw and as a source 
suppl~ins 0-16 to the srain boundar~. The srain 
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FIGURE 6 - Coordinate system for the model. 
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--------- .. ~ ..... -~ ... -~. 
boundarw oxwsen flux at the old oxide-new oxide 
'~ 
interface which is used to form new oxide is 
actuallw a mixture of tracer and natural oxwSen. 
This sussests that the isotopic content of the new 
oxide Srains preserves the information on the 
amount of exchanse occurins durins the transport of 
the tracer throush the old oxide. 
Fisure 6 shows the coordinate swstem used in 
the II'lathelTlatical treatrrlent of the diffusion 
process. The list of swmbols used are as follows. 
18 2 
J : Flux of tracer down the srain boundarw (ks/m 
w 
sec) 
18 
J • FluH • of tracer out of the Srain boundarw CkS/m x 
sec) 
2 
D: Grain boundarw diffusion coefficient (m /sec) 
b 
2 
D: Lattice diffusion coefficient (m Isec) 
R: Gas constant (Joules/K mole) 
T: Temperature (K) 
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2 
uO: Oxidation chemical potential(Joules/K mole) 
Y: Oxide thickness(m) 
K: Parabolic rate constant for oxide srowth(m 
Isec) 
t: 0-~8 oxidation time (sec) 
~: 0-16 oxidation time (sec) 
Tracer concetration in the srain boundars 
3 
at depth s (ks/m ) 
3 
C Tracer concentration in the srain( ksl m ) 
C: Initial tracer concentration in the srain 
i 3 
(kS/m ) 
3 
C: Averase tracer c~ncentraticn at depth s(kS/m ) 
6: Grain boundars width (m) 
r: Grain size (m) 
C.: Averase tracer concerltration in o:dde 
S 3 
srairl(ks/lJl ) 
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2 
3.5 Mathematical Modellin~ Of Diffusion 
The flux of tracer down the ~rain boundar~ 
18 
(J ) is due to 
~ 
chemical potential 
two ~radients, the 
o 
!lradient( 'Vl.J0_~ y 
o~-:idation 
) which 
drives o~ddation and its own concentration 
a~ ~radierlt ( ~ 
cy ) due to isotopic mixin~. 
••• (3.1) 
The diffusion coefficient D is different from the 
b 
self diffusion coefficient of ox~~en as Jumps in 
the direction of the ~radient are favoured. There 
is also a difference in correlation coefficients. 
However this difference in diffusion coefficient is 
s n, a 11 r: 4 3 J • 
The flux of tracer out of the ~rain boundar~ 
18 
and into the srain (J ) is proportional to the 
cor.cer.tration sradient of' the tracer in the srain 
surface and the lattice diffuson coefficient D. 
J18 __ Dfcc) 
x \ax ~ 
xl 
••• (3.2) 
The srain boundar~ is assumed to be thin enou~h to 
ne~lect the variation of ~y in the :.{ di rection. 
Fick's second law !lives the time dependence of the 
!lrain boundar~ tracer content. 
a~ 3J18 
-.J __ J -8 
at ay ••• (3.3) 
... 
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I. 
where e is a sink term representins the rate of 
tracer loss into the Srain. B is siven b~ [5]: 
••• (3.4) 
Substitution of the Eauation 3.2 in Eauation 3.4 
Sives: 
••• (3.5) 
Thus the time dependence of the tracer content in 
the srain boundar~ is siven b~ substitutins 
Eauation 3.1 and Eauation 3.5 in Eauation 3.3. 
The last term of the Eauation 3.6 can be evaluated 
if the concentration sradient of the tracer at the 
Srain surface is known. The increasinS rate of the 
srain boundar~ concentration is much larser ~han 
the increasins rate of the tracer concentration 
within the srain for a siven time, since the srain 
boundar~ diffusion coefficient is much larser than 
the lattice diffusion coefficient. Thus the 
concentration variation within the srain can be 
considered for a constant .y with a relativel~ 
small error. Thus the problea of tracer exchanse 
r~duces to the standard problem of diffusion into a 
sphere havins a constant surface concentration .y . 
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The standard solution to this eQuation is given in 
EQuation 3.7. 
CIO n 22 
1+ 2r r<=1) Binnn(r-x) exp(-Dn ~ t) •.• (3.7) 
w(r-x) 1 n r 
n- r 
Differentiation of EQuation 3.7 bw x gives EQuation 
3.8. an expression for the tracer concentration 
sradierlt at the srain surface (if b <<. r). 
ac 2 CIO 2 2 
(ax) 6· -(~y-C ~ r exp(-Dn n t) 
x- 1 r 1 2 2 n- r 
••• (3.8) 
Substitition of EQuation 3.8 in EQuation 3.6 gives 
EQuation 3.9. 
This is a differential eQuation involving onlw the 
gfain boundarw concentration and its variation in 
the w direction and time. The scale thickness is 
tinle dependent. s~ if a parabolic ~rowth rate is 
assumed with K as the parabolic rate constant, 
P 
Y • (K <t+T»1/2 
p ••• (3.10) 
where t and T are the 0-18 and 0-16 oxidation times 
4DC i CIO (_Dn2n2t) + - L exp •.. (3. 11) 
ro n-l r2 
This differential eQuation can be easilw solved 
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numericall~ to sive the srain boundar~ tracer 
concentration ~y (v.t). Note that ~y depends UF-or. 
three transport parameters D, 6 and D, the oxide 
b 
microstructure throush the srain size r and the 
o:dde srowth 
constant K • 
p 
Idnetics throuSh the parabolic 
When Eouation 3.11 is divided b~ the 
3 
total ox~Sen concentration in kS/m , which is the 
same throuShout the oxide scale, the tracer 
3 
concer.tration car. be converted from ks/m to 
fractional ox~gen concentration. Thus C, C and.y 
i 
all become unitless and are actall~: 
As the 
kg of tracer per cubic meter 
kg of oxygen per cubic meter 
SIMS determines the tracer 
concentration profile b~ the sectionins technioue, 
the ave raSe concentration of the tracer at an~ 
depth ~ should be determined. The averase tracer 
concentration in the oxide srain at depth ~ at a 
time t is siven b~ [llJ 
••• (3.l2} 
where M arid Mao are the total anlounts of tracer 
t 
diffusins into the srain at times t and ao • 
respectivel~. 
M
t is not a' function of the srain 
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boundar~ diffusion coefficient D but onl~ of the 
b 
lattice diffusion coefficient D and is ~iven b~ the 
standard form (1IJ: 
OQ 2 2 
1 6 ~ 1 (-Dn ~ t) 
- 2" I.. 2" exp 2 
~ u-l n r 
••• (3.13) 
Thus C . can be written as: 
S 
OQ 2 2 
C - (1- 6 2 1: ~ exp(-Dn ~ t»($ -C i ) + Ci ... (3.14) g 7T Xl-} n r Y 
If the contribution of the tracer in the ~rain 
bOf.lndar~ is considered, the ave rase tracer 
concentration at depth ~ and time t is siven b~: 
!!.3 TT r3 C + 4n r2 .Q. ¢ 
C(y,t) _ g 2 Y ( 
. .. 3.15) 
4 3 2 0 
"3 n r + 4n r '2 
Due to the rasterins techniaue C(~,t) is the 
auantit~ measured b~ SIMS: 
3.6 Boundarw Conditions 
Eauation 3.11 is solved b~ a nunlerical 
solution usin~ the finite difference method. 
(~,t) is determined b~ usin~ the first central 
difference form of the deriviatives [45J. If X is 
the thickness of the old oxide and Yet) is the 
total thickness of the oxide at an~ time t,the 
irli tial conditions are: $; Ci • y'X , t-O 
C - Ci • O<x<r , y '"x , t-=O •.. (3.16) 
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It is asslJmed that the natural isotopic 
concentration of the tracer is neslisible i.e., 
C .. 0 i ••• (3.17) 
The boundar~ corldi tion at the oxide-sas irlterface 
is: ¢I ,. C 
Y 6' t>O , ,...0 ••• (3.18) 
where C is the tracer concentraton in the sas 
5 
durins the 0-18 oxidation. C is assumed to be 
5 
constant durins the diffusion. 
The oxide-metal irlterface is a Ifloving 
boundar~. As new oxide is beins formed at the 
oxide-metal interface due to the flux of tracer 
through the grain bOIJrlda r i es, the tracer 
concentration in the new oxide grains being formed 
is the same as the grain boundar~ tracer 
concentration at the metal-oxide interface. Fisure 
7 shows the new o:<ide srowth Ay durirls the time At. 
The boundar~ conditi~ns at this interface are: 
C(O<x<r, Y<y<Y+AY, t-t+At) - ¢I (y-Y, t-t+At) y 
~ (Y<y<Y+AY, t-t+At) - ¢I (y-Y, t-t+At) ••• (3.19) y y 
where 1 illi t : AY,At + 0 
In the followins section some of the Quantities 
necessar~ for the numerical solution of EQuation 
3.11 will be determined. 
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3.7 Determination of oxidation chemical potential 
sradient 
Let the sas oxide ir,terface be derloted as 1 
and the o~<ide metal interface be denot.ed as 2 as 
shown in FislJre 8. Let J.ll and J.l2 be the O~<l::"sen O2 O2 
chelJdcal potential in the oxide at. 1 arid 2 
respect.ivels. At 1 the chemical potential of 
oxsSen in the Sas must be the same as t.he chemical 
potential in the oxide [46J i.e., 
As the sample is exposed to a closed atmosphere of 
pure oxssen durins the tracer oxidation , 
This sives 
••• (3.20) 
i.e., we choose the standard state as 1 atmosphere 
oX!:lSen Sas. At 2 the oxsSen chemical potential 
must be the samest the oxide and the metal i.e., 
2 lIIet:al 
lJ • J.I . O2 O2 
At 2 the reaction: 
••• (3.21) 
1 
gas 
o 
AJA' 
oxide 
oxidation chemical 
potential 
2 
metal 
~~----~----------------------------~~~tal 
°2 
y ------... 
FIGURE 8 - Oxidation chemical potential gradient across the 
oxide scale. 
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takes place which has a free enerS~ chanse of 
An eQuilibrium constant K for this reaction can be 
defined as: 
° ~ • -R'I In lC • ••• (3.22) 
can be assumed to be unit~. Thus EQuation 
3.22 becollles: 
••• (3.23) 
! , EOl,Jation 
si\,'es: 
metal 2 I 01 4 ~02 • - '3 6G - '3 RT In (aAI ) . • •• (3.24) 
In the absence of an~ thermod~namic activit~ data, 
the metal can be assumed to be a sinsle phase ideal 
solution. Then a 
Al 
is the atomic percent of 
aluminum in the allo~ i [AIJ. Thus the EQuation 
3.24 becomes: 
2 metal 2 I 01 4 ~O • ~O - - 3' 6G - '3 RT In[Al) 
2 2 
••• (3.25) 
Thus the oxidation chemical potential difference 
across the oxide scale is siven b~: 
Substitution of values of and [AIJ in Eouation 
3.26 gives: A~o - 787915 J/mole at 11000 C. 
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3.8 Relationship between D and K 
b ~ 
If the mechanism of oxide srowth is primaril~ 
inward ox~Sen diffusion throush the Srain 
boundaries. the srain boundar~ diffusivit~ and the 
srowth rate kinetics can be related b~ considerins 
a siIJIPle "Iodel. 
The sample is exposed to natural ox~Sen and an 
oxide scale is srown. The oxide is assumed to have 
cubic srains of dimension r surrounded b~ the Srain 
bOI.mdaries of thickrless IS as shown in FiSure 9. 
The cross section of the sample itself is assumed 
to be a sauare with each side beins n srains long. 
Let the thickness of the oxide at an~ time t be Y 
and let the scale Srow b~ an amount 6Y in time dt. 
o 2 
Then the flux of ox~sen J (k~/m sec) down the Srain 
boundaries is due to the ox~sen potential Sradient. 
The amount of ox~gen transferred in time 
o 
throush the srain boundaries. W (ks) is siven b~: 
T 
Wo 0 . T - J • area of grain boundaries • time 
the shaded area in Fisure 9 is the srain boundar~ 
area throush which the 
Wo • DbC ~ 
T RT Y 
ox~Sen is transported(&~<r). 
2 
• 2n rtS • 6t ••. (3.27) 
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FIGURE 9 • Schematic of model geometry used to relate scale growth kinetics to grain 
boundary diffusion. 
This amount of ox~Sen transported must be the 
same as the amount of ox~Sen incorporated in the 
o 
net ~rowth of oxide, W (kS). 
N 
o WN • volume of new growth in time At • concentration of 0 in scale 
o 2 WN - (nr). AY. C ••• (3.28) 
3 
where C is the ox~sen concentration (~S/m) in the 
scale. 
o 
As W 
T 
o 
= W 
N 
, Eauation 3.27 and Eauation 
3.28 sives: 
AY 
At 
DbC lilJ
o 
2 2 
- _. 2n2 r 0 At c n r AY C RT Y 
26DbAlJo AY 
"'----RT r Y lit 
is the Srowth rate of the oxide. 
••• (3. 29) 
If a 
parabolic srowth rate is assumed with srowth rate 
cor.stant 1< .. 
Y _ (K t)1/2 
p 
• dY _ 1 Xl/2 t-1/ 2 
dt 2 p 
Combinins Eauations 3.29 and 3.20 sives: 
rK on _ (---E.) RT 
b 4 AlJo 
••• (3.30) 
••• (3.31) 
Substitution of appropriate values in Eauation 
o -16 2 
3.31: r=0.3 .icrons, T=1100 C , K =1.2xl0 m Isec 
o p 
, 0 =10 A , AlJ o =78915 J/lliole si ves: 
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••• (3.32) 
This sives a sood estimate of the value of Db to 
be used in the numerical solution of the EQuation 
3.11. 
3.9 Tracer concentration profile in the new oxide 
The tracer concentration profile in the new 
o~dde is obtained bw the principle of mass 
balance. It is assumed that the amount of exchanse 
of 0-16 in the oxide srains at the aas surface with 
the 0-18 in the tracer due to volume diffusion at 
the sas-oxide interface is neslisible. Then for an 
inward Srowins scale once the sample is exposed to 
pure tracer, the amount of 0-16 in the entire oxide 
must remain constant. This means that the amount 
of 0-18 retained in the old oxide ItIUSt be the same 
as the amount of 0-16 .in the new oxide. Let X be 
the thickness of the oxide after an 0-16 oxidation 
for time T and let Y be the oxide thickness after a 
further tracer oxidation for a time t. Let an 
additional tracer oxidation for a time dt cause a 
new oxide srowth of dY as shown in Fisure 10. The 
tracer concentration profile till depth Y at time 
tfdt is also shown. 
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gas 
OF POO~~ 
~y (y=Y ,t=t+~ t) 
r- X 
old oxide 
tracer concentration 
profile 
new 
oxide-" 
E 
metal 
Y -------;-1 ~ 
elY 
new growth elY; 
A = B + E 
FIGURE 10 - Determination of oxide growth kinetics by mass balance. 
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Area A denotes the amount of tracer in the old 
oxide and area B denotes the amount of 0-16 in the 
new oxide srown till time t. Let A-B=E. Then b~ 
mass balance, the amount of 0-16 contained in the 
new srowth dY must be E. As mentioned in Section 
3.6. the tracer concentration in the new Srowth is: 
which sives the 0-16 concentration in the new 
srowth as: (1 - ~ (y-Y, t-t+6t) y 
Thus the srowth dY durins time dt can be calculated 
as: 
_
__ (~A::....-.;;;;.B )'----:--:-:-
. dY = (l-~ (y=Y,t=t+6t» y 
••• (3.33) 
3.10 Flow chart of computer solution 
Eouation 3.11 is solved on the computer usins 
the finite differenc~ technioue. The old oxide is 
divided into 19 eoual parts ,with the oxide~sas 
interface beins called 1 and the metal-oxide 
interface beins called 20, as shown in Fisure 11. 
Each part is considered to be 1 unit. The srowth 
rate of the oxide is determined b~ mass balance as 
discussed in Section 3.9. The value of D is 
b 
chosen such that the srowth rate is compatable 
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FIGURE 11 - Division of oxide scale for finite difference solution. 
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with the parabolic ~rowth rate kinetics. The flow 
chart for the computer prosram is shown in Fisure 
12. The computerpro~ram is listed in appendix A. 
3.11 Computer plots of tracer profiles 
Fisures 13-15 show the theoretical trac.er 
concentration profiles in the old oxide for various 
values of lattice diffusivit~, ~rain boundar~ 
diffusivit~ and ~rain size. A hisher value of 
lattice diffusivit~ and causes a fast exchan~e rate 
to be set up. The ~rains in the old oxide are filled 
UP auickl~. A hiSher value of the ~rain boundar~ 
diffusivit~ causes more tracer ~o be retained in 
the srains of the old oxide as the tracer diffuses 
auickl~ down the ~rain boundaries increasin~ the 
exchanse time for the ~rains. A smaller ~rain size 
increases the sur'ac~ area for exchanse and causes 
more tracer to be retained in the old oxide. The 
variatiorl 
parameter 
of 
is 
the tracer profiles when each 
varied is different. Thus 
theoreticall~ ~iven an experimental tracer profile, 
it should be possible to come UP with uniQue values 
of the three parameters to fit the curve. It 
should be noted that the values of D 
b 
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arid rare 
INITIALISE 
fy(T=O)::O: N=1,21 
C(T=O) =0: N=1,20 
NCOUNT::20 
CALcm.ATE !y(T): N=l,NCOu}'T 
yes 
CALOJLATE C : N=l,NCOlr\"Y 
PRI~T t : N=l,NCOlr\T 
yes 
CALQJLATE SCALE GRO\\TH 
(IT SHOULD BE COHPATIBLE 
TO PAR~LIC KI~~TICS) 
CALQJLATE C:N=l,NCO~T 
PRINT c: N=l,NCO~'T 
15y (NCot.J1'..,,+ l)=,y (NCOUNT) 
C (NCcu.,,+ 1) ::~y (NCOu}''') 
NCO~T :: NCO~ + 
yes 
no 
FIGURE 12 - Flow chart for the computer program. 
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FIGURE 13 - Effect of lattice diffusion coefficient 
on the tracer profile in the old scale. 
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FIGURE 14 - Effect of grain boundary diffusion coeffi-
cient on the tracer profile in the old 
scale. 
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FIGURE IS - Effect of grain size on the tracer profile 
in the old scale. 
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not independent, but are related to the K value b~ 
EQuation 3.31. Thus if one of the above parameters 
is fixed, there is a uniQue value of the other 
parameter to satisf~ the parabolic growth rate 
kinetics. Figures 13-15 are plotted to show how 
sensitive the profiles are to the three parameters. 
FiSure 16 shows the computer simulation of how 
the tracer concentration profile develops ace ross 
the entire oxide scale when the scale srown b~ a 
18 hour 0-16 oxidation followed b~ a 14 hour 0-18 
oxidation. The values of the three parameters 
chosen are: 
-16 2 -20 2 
D = 1.41xl0 m/sec, D = 10 ITt/sec 
b 
r = 0.3 ITlicrons 
The value of the srain boundar~ width chosen is 
o 
lOA. 
Here we can see the versatilit~ of the model. 
The oxide microstructure can be incorporated in the 
prosram b~ feedins in the real srain size variation 
across the scale. In case the lattice diffusion 
coefficient varies across the side, that too can be 
incorporated in the pro~ram. The actual value of 
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FIGURE 16 - Development of tracer concentration profile. 
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the oxide growth kinetics can be experimentallw 
found and the real value of y(t) can be used in the 
program. The value of D can be so adjusted that 
b 
the Srowth rate predicted bw mass balance is the 
same as the experimental growth rate. So lons as 
the oxide is inward Srowing. the tracer profile for 
anw srowth kinetics and microstructure can be 
modelled. 
It should be noted that the model is based on 
a planar oxide growth mechanism and any 
Quantitative information derived from the 
experimental profiles assumes sood resolution and 
high Quality of the data itself. In case the oxide 
metal interface is irregular, it is difficult to 
identify the interface for the purpose of mass 
balance. The same problem arises if the sputtering 
itself is non unifo~m and information at the 
metal-oxide interface is being gathered 
simultaneously from both metal and oxide srains. 
Non uniform sputtering can severly limit the 
resolution of the data such that no Quantitative 
information can be obtained from the shape of the 
profile. 
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CHAPTER 4 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
4.1 Sample Preparation 
The FeCrAl-Zr allo~ used in the experiment 
* was obtained throu~h NASA Lewis Research Center. 
The allo~ used was Fe-21.9Cr-5.8AI-0.22Zr and was 
obtained as cold rolled strips about 1.5mm thick. 
Samples of size 6mmx6mmxl.5mm were cut out b~ a 
Buehler diamond saw. The specimens were then 
mounted and polished on 240,320 and 600 Srit 
polishins paper followed b~ 15,3 and 1 micron 
diamond paste polishins. Some of the samples were 
prepared at NASA and were polished b~ 600 srit 
polisins paper followed b~ 3 micron and 1 micron 
diamond paste polish. . 
4.2 Exchan~e Apparatus 
Fi~ure 17 shows a schematic of the apparatus 
used for the ~as exchan~e process. The tracer is 
kept in a zeolite stora~e tank. 
* Courtse~ J.Smialek. 
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FIQJRE 17 - Schematic of gas exchange apparatus. 
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The sample is placed in a Quartz tube with 
the ~olished side u~. Ox~Sen flo~ into the Quartz 
tube can be controlled b~ valve 5 and the 
The thermocouple vacuum Sause measures 
the pressure inside the s~stem when it is 
evacuated. The pressure sauSe measures the 
pressure in the s~stem when the tracer is 
introduced. Normall~ the tracer pressure in the 
s~stem is maintained 5lishtl~ above the 
atmospheric pressure such that no air leaks into 
the s~stem durinS the tracer anneal. The sample 
is annealed b~ placins the Quartz tube in a sinsle 
zone horizontal Lindbers furnace. The temperature 
of the furnace is monitored b~ a Pt-6%/Rh/Pt-30%Rh 
thermocouple. 
4.3 Exchanse procedure 
Some of the samples are annealed in vacuum 
after polishins to remove the ~olisins damase. 
The samples are placed in the Quartz tube and the 
s~5tem is ~umped down to a pressure of O.03torr. 
o 0 
The samples are then annealed at 1100 C~5 C for 30 
minutes. This also helps the sample and the 
Quartz tube to heat UP and come into thermal 
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eQuilibrium with the furnace. For the 0-16 
anneal, valve 2 is closed to cut off the vacuum 
pump and valve 3 is opened to introduce air into 
the s~stem. So the old scale is Srown in air at 1 
atmosphere pressure. The transfer of P-18 into 
the s~stelt' for the tracer anneal is done without 
cool irIs down the s~stem. At the er,d of 0-16 
anneal, valve 3 is closed and the s~stelfl is 
evacuated with t.he vaCUUlt, pump b~ openins valve 2. 
Meanwhile the teIJIPerature of the zeolite tank is 
raised b!:l usins the heatins coil. When the 
pressure of the s!:lstem falls to 0.03 torr. valve 
2 is closed and the tracer is introduced into the 
S!:lstem throush valve 1. The 0-18 is kept at a 
slishtl!:l hisher than atmospheric pressure to 
, 
ensure no leakase of atmospheric air into the 
s!:lstem which can cause dil~tion of the tracer. At 
the end of the tracer anneal, the s~stem is 
evacuated asain b!:l coolins the zeolite tank with 
liQuid nitrosen. On coolinS it acts as a pump and 
sucks out all the tracer from the s~stem. 
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The GATAN 
* 
SIMS at f'enns~lvania State 
Universit~ was used to obtain the data for the 
tracer concentration profile. The primar~ beam 
used was At under a beam acceleration voltase of 
7KV. The complete instrument settinss are listed 
below: 
Bean. Acclerator 7 KV 1.53 R.A 
Ion Source Filament 17.2 A 
Ar.ode 123 V 3.65 mA 
Bean. Deflector Initial - 43 V Final - 204 V 
Ler.s Cor.trol Condensor 6.16 KV 
Velocit~ filter Electric Field- 0.81 
Masr.etic field- 0.59 
Objective 4.18 
Eners~ filter Outer potential- 40 V 
Inner poter,tial- 113 
Bias - 39 
* Operated b~ DrtC.Hauser under the Sui dance of 
Prof.C.Pantano. 
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V 
A 
KV 
V 
V 
The list of species simultaneousl~ monitored and 
their mass to char~e ratio is ~iven below: 
Element Mass/Char~e ratio monitered 
Al 
16 
o 
18 
o 
Cr 
Fe 
Zr 
13.9 
16.4 
18.4 
52.9 
56.9 
91.7 
Due to the insulatin~ properties of alumina, 
it was necessar~ to compensate for the positive 
charse of the primar~ beam b~ spra~ins electrons 
on the sample surface. These electrons can cause 
desorpton of light elements from the near surface 
reSion. This Sives rise to a backs round intensit~ 
of the monitored ions and is termed as Electron 
Stimulated Desorption(ESD). The ESU level is 
evaluted b~ shuttins off the primar~ beam and 
measurin~ the secondar~ ions due to the electron 
beam onl~. This backs round level is subtracted 
out from the actual readins. 
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A sample holder for SIMS can hold upto 6 
samples and has in addition 2 standards. The 
first standard is Ta 0 on Ta which is used to aim 
2 5 
the primar~ beam and to check if the rasterins is 
correct. The second standard is ZnS which is used 
to aim the electron beam such that it is 
coincident with the primar~ beam. 
The samples are then sputtered one at a time 
and the output of the machine is fed directl~ into 
a computer. The output is in the form of the 
number of counts of a species versus the 
sputterins time. The conversion of counts to 
concentration of tracer C (ts) 
18 
siven b~ : 
at a time t is 
s 
hIS(ts ) - o-lSesd CIS (t
s
) ... -------'---'--"----------
(h 1S (ts ) - o-lSESD)+(h16(ts ) 
••• (4.1) 
- 016ESD) 
where h (t ) and h ( t' ) are the counts of 0-18 
18 s 16 s 
and 0-16 at a sputterins time t • 0-18ESD and 
s 
0-16ESD are the ESD values of 0-18 and 0-16 
measured b~ shuttins off the primar~ beam. The 
sputterins time is converted to sputterins depth 
b~ measurinS the depth of the crater b~ a 
profilometer and dividinS it b~ the total time 
under the primar~ be~m sivins the sputterins rate 
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S such that: 
Y ::: S t ••• (4.2) 
s s 
where Y is the sputtered depth corresponding to 
s 
the sputtering time t • 
s 
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CHAPTER 5 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
5.1 Reasons for choosin~ the allo~ and 
techniQue 
The theoretical modellin~ of the oxidation 
process of the FeCrAI-Zr allo~ was done on the 
assumption that the oxide ~rowth is planar, i.e., 
the oxide metal interface is sharp_ Smialek 
studied the microstructure of the oxide formed on 
o 
the same allow. He found that at 1100 C, the oxide 
formed had closel~ packed polwcr~stalline srains 
and the oxide-metal interface was reasonablw 
planar, at least for 
o 
1100 C there were 
IonS oxidation times. At 
ver~ few pores observed in the 
oxide. Redd~ (15) ased the double oxidation 
techniQue on a NiCrAI allow and concluded that the 
oxide was inward ~rowins with the mechanism beinS 
ox~~en srain boundarw transport. There was no 
reason to beleive that the behaviour of FeCrAI-Zr 
allo~ would be drasticall~ different. So the 
FeCrAI-Zr al10~ seemed like a sood allo~ to applw 
the double oxidation techniQue. Cawle~ (16) used 
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the double oxidation techniaue ver~ successfull~ on 
Si and SiC. He used the SIMS to obtain the tracer 
concentration profile. He was able to 
experimentall~ obtain a sharp oxide interface as 
the oX~Sen siSnal in the SIMS fell down rapidl~ at 
the interface. He was also successful in 
determininS the diffusion coefficients of oX~Sen 
from the observed concentration profile. His 
success was inspirational in choosins the double 
oxidation techniaue and SIMS for these experiments. 
5.2 Lace~ srowth 
When the tracer concentration profile in the 
oxide on a FeCrAI-Zr sample was obtained, it 
differed from the profiles obtained b~ Redd~ on his 
NiCrAI-Zr samples. To tr~ to interpret 
difference the oxide was looked at under the 
the 
* SEN. 
The microstructure as shown in FiSure 18 varied 
drasticall~ from that observed b~ Smialek on the 
same allo~. The sample had been polished b~ 3 
o 
micron diamond paste, annealed in vacuum at 1100 C 
o 
for 30 minutes and oxidised for 40 hours at 1100 C. 
* Courtse~ J.Smialek and J.Cawle~ at NASA Lewis and 
H.Occhionero at Case Western Reserve Universit~. 
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OF POOR QUfUXf'i 
FIGURE 18 - Top view of the ClKide at the gas-OKide interface. 
'!he sample has been polished to a 3 micron 
diarrorrl paste finish, annealed in vacuum for 30 
minutes at 1100ct follGJErl by a 40 00ur oxidation 
o 
at 1100 C. 
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Instead of a compact pol~cr~stalline scale, a lace~ 
structure of about 2 micron wide rid~es was 
observed at the oxide-sas interface. This shows 
that the oxide Srowth is not planar. 
To understand this difference in 
microstructure a s~stematic stud~ was undertaken. 
The effect of three variables on the micro-
structure was studied: the oxidation time, the 
surface finish of the sample and the time of vacuum 
anneal. The vacuum anneal is done before the 
oxidation to remove the polishinS dama~e. 
The development of the oxide microstructure 
with time is shown in Fi~ure 19. The allo~ is 
polished to a 1 micron diamond paste finish and 
o 
oxidized at 1100 C for times of 3 hours. 10 hours, 
20 hours and 36 hours , 25 minutes. The lace~ 
structure at the oxide-sas interface is evident at 
least for the shorter oxidation times. The ri~~es 
form a network of cells and the avera~e cell size 
seems to decrease with time. The avera~e cell size 
decreased from about 5 microns at 3 hours to about 
3 microns at 10 hours and soes down to about 1.5 
microns at 20 hours. At 36 hours and 25 minutes, 
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19 a) 3 hour oxidation at 1100oC. 
78 
19 b) 10 boor oxidation at 1100oC. 
79 
19 c) 20 halr oxidation at 1l00oC. 
80 
19 d) 36 hours, 25 minutes oxidation at 1100oC. 
FIGURE 19 - Cha.nJes in microstructure of oxide at gas-
oxide interface with increasing oxidation 
t.ime. The samples have been polished to a 
1 micron diamond paste finish. 
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the lace~ structure cannot be seen and the 
microstructure looks like that reported b~ Smialek. 
So if onl~ the IonS time microstructure was 
examined it would seem to be a planar scale and 
would encouraSe the application of the model to 
derive Quantitative information. However, such a 
procedure would lead to errors as the oxide did riot 
start off 100kinS that wa~ and at least the initial 
period of oxidation did not lead to a planar 
oxide Srowth. 
A detailed description of the oxidation 
mechanism leadins to the lace~ structure will not 
be attempted here. However it is important to note 
that the outward aluminum diffusion must occur to 
chanse the microstructure at the sas-oxide 
interface. So at least for oxidation UP to 20 
hours, the oxide is not completel~ inward srowins. 
Hindam and Smeltzer [49J, observed lace on Al 0 
scales Srown on HiAl. The~ explained 
2 3 
this 
occurence b~ statinS that the initial oxide formed 
was Y-AI 0 b~ inward ox~Sen diffusion. The scale 
2 3 
then went throush a to tranformation accompanied b~ 
a 14~ reduction in volume. The G -alumina formed 
was for most part oriented. However, this volume 
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reduction ~ave rise to some faulted oxide reSions. 
The scale was thus a combination of oriented 
alumina and misoriented oxide which provided the 
path for combined inward ox~~en and outward 
aluminium diffusion. This ~ave rise to ridses at 
the ~as - oxide and the oxide-metal interface 
correspondin~ to misorier,ted o>:ide ~rains. 
However, this does not explain wh~ the cell size of 
the lace~ structure should decrease with time as the 
transformation occurs onl~ once. 
Snlel tzer observed that the 
structure of lace itself can be a function of the 
allo~ ~rain orientation and can be var~ drasticall~ 
over two allo~ srains in the same sample. Do~chak 
[50) also observed a ~rain orientation dependenc~ of 
the lace~ structure dUring his stud~ of NiAI 
oxidation. Work is presentl~ bein~ done b~ Smialek 
at NASA to understand the occurence of lace. The 
dependenc~ of lace on the allo~ ~rain orientation 
raises the auestion whether the observed decrease 
in cell size with time is real or an artifact 
because the four samples were so chosen that the 
allo~ grain orientation led to a decreasing cell 
size. Thoush this is a possibilit~, the odds 
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asainst it are hiSh. 
Fisure 19b) and Fisure 20 show the effect of 
surface finish on the lace~ structure. The sample 
in fisure 20 has been polished bw a 600 srit 
polishins paper while the sample in FiSure 19b) has 
been polished bw 1 micron diamond paste. Both the 
o 
samples have been oxidised for 10 hours at 1100 
c. No dramatic difference is observed in the lace~ 
structure which sussests that surface finsh maw not 
plaw a bis role in lace formation. 
The effect of the vacuum anneal on the lace~ 
structure can be seen b~ stud~inS Fisure 19b) and 
Fisure 21. The sample in Fisure 19b) has not been 
treated to the vacuum anneal while the sample in 
FiSure 21 has been annealed in vacuum for 30 
o 
minutes at 1100 C. The sample with no vacuum 
anneal shows the lacew structure as a network of 
cells with the ave raSe cell size around 3 microns. 
However the structure of the sample with vacuum 
anneal looks drasticallw different. The lace takes 
UP a spider like form with a nucleus and the lace 
spreadins in radial directions from it. This ~hows 
UP in certain areas of the oxide surface. Resions 
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FIGURE 20 - Top view of oxide at the gas-oxide interface. 
The sample has been po1ised by 600 gritJ.'D1isl1i.DJ 
paper and armealed for 10 hours at 1100 c. 
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FIGURE 21 - 'Ibp view of oxide at gas-axide interface. '!he 
semple has been polished to a 1 micron diamond 
paste f~sh, annealed in vacuum for 30 minutes 
at 1100 C follCMed by a 10 hour oxidation at 
1l00oC. 
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awa~ from the lace covered areas have a needle like 
structure. A similar effect was observed at a 
hi~her temperature as shown in Fisure 22. The 
sample in Fi~ure 22a) was annealed for 30 minutes in 
o 
vacuum at 1200 C while the sample in Fi~ure 22b) 
had not been siven an~ vacuum anneal. Both the 
samples were polished b~ a 1 micron diamond paste 
o 
and oxidised for 10 hours at 1200 C. The formation 
of lace on the sample with vacuum anneal was much 
more dramatic. These observations su~~est that 
vacuum annealin~ encoura~es the formation of lace 
at least at short oMidation times. 
To stud~ the effect of vacuum anneal on lace~ 
structure for lar~e oxidation times, two samples 
o 
were oxidised at 1100 C for 50 hours. Both samples 
o 
were annealed in vacuum for 30 minutes at 1100 C 
before oxidation. ti~ure 23 shows the 
microstructure of the oxide formed on the two 
samples. The sample in FiSure 23a) has been 
polished with 1 micron diamond paste while the 
sample in Fi~ure 23b) has been polished with 600 
Srit polishins paper. Both samples do not show 
lace. However, Fisure 18 shows a dramaticall~ 
different microstructure. The sample in Fi~ure 18 
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22 a) Vacuun anneal at 1l00oC for 30 minutes prior 
to axiaation. 
88 
22 b) No vacuum anneal. 
FIGURE 22 - Effect 8f vacuum armeal on oxide microstructure 
at 1200 c. Both samples were polished to a 1 
micron diamond paste finish an:1 oxidised for 10 
harrs at 1200oC. 
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23 a) Microstructure of oxide at gas-oxide interface. '!he 
sample has been :polished to a 1 micron dianorrl ~te 
finish, annealed. in vacuum for 300minutes at 1100 C 
and oxidised for 50 hours at 1100 c. 
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23 b) Microstructure of OKide at gas-axide interface. The 
sample has been gc:1isherl by 600 grit polishing paper 
armealed at 1100 C for 30 minutes am oxidised for 
50 hcurs at 1100oC. 
FIGURE 23 - Microstructure of oxide after l0nJ time oxidation. 
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has also been annealed in vacuum for 30 minutes at 
o 
1100 C after which it was oxidised for 40 hours at 
o 
1100 C. The specimen has been polished b~ 3 micron 
diamond paste. This difference in ~icro-~tructure 
ma~ be due to different al10~ srain orientation. 
In conclusion, some of the facts about lace 
and its structure are stated without an attempt to 
explain the reason or the mechanism of structure 
variation. Occurence of lace seems to be sensitive 
to the vacuum anneal, at least at smaller times. 
The vacuum anneal encouraSes the formation of lace. 
The structure of the lace itself ma~ varw from a 
cell like structure in Fisure 14b) to a spider like 
structure in Fisure 21. The cell size and shape of 
the lace is sensitive to the allo~ srain 
orientation. The cell size of the lace ma~ 
decrease with time undjr isothermal oxidation. The 
lace seems to have a radial texture, i.e •• the 
ridses seem to form radiall~ from a nucleus. 
The formation of lace and its structure does 
not seem to be consistent and can var~ from sample 
to sample. Its erratic behaviour is a sood reason 
to refrain from speculatins on its oriSin. 
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5.3 Sputter etching 
An important point to consider is the Qualit~ 
SIMS. The Question to be of data obtained 
addressed is that if the allo~ was to undergo 
planar oxidation in a manner described b~ the 
model. how 
concentration 
accurate would be 
profile obtained b~ 
the tracer 
SIMS. Data 
obtained b~ SIMS are in the form of ion counts 
versus sputtering time. Even though the counts are 
a strong function of the oxide matrix. the matrix 
dependenc~ is removed b~ taking the ratio of 0-18 
counts to the total number of ox~gen counts. 
However. the conversion of sputtering time to depth 
is valid onl~ if the sputtering rate is a constant 
or a known function of time. The manner in which 
data is collected b~ SIMS is that the oxide is 
sputtered for a given length of time (1 sec in this 
case) and the counts reported is the average of the 
signal received over this period. 
To understand how SIMS collects the data. 
consider a planar oxide with a true concentration 
profile C(~) across it as shown in Figure 24. The 
data is collected b~ sputtering for a time6t and 
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gas oxide 
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true concentration profile C(y) 
volume sputtered 
during a period.6 t 
at time t 
metal 
Yn Yn+l Y 
~ sputtering direction 
FIGURE 24 - Sputtering of oxide scale by SIMS. 
94 C -if 
avera~in~ the number of counts collected over that 
period. Let !J. v • 
1 
!J. v " 
2 
••••• !J. v be the 
n 
thickness of oxide sputtered awav after successive 
sputterin~s of time !J.t. The sputtered surface is 
assumed to be flat. Then the concentraton reported 
bv SIMS at time t. C(t), is .iven bv: 
'n+l 
1 
. - f !J.y 
n Yn 
C dy 
••• (5.1) 
If the sputterin~ rate is constant , then all the 
!J.v's are the same. 
Fi~ure 25a) shows a step function concentraton 
profile and Figure 25b) shows how the SIMS data 
would appear for a constant sputterin~ rate when 
the data ir. the form of cour.ts v1!rsus sputtering 
time is converted to a plot of concentration 
versus distance. The profile obtained would be a 
svmmetric distortion of the true profile. However 
it would be area preservin~, i.e., the area under 
the experimental concentration profile would be the 
same as that under the true concentration profile. 
Thus the mass balance ideas discussed in Chapter 2 
would be valid and' applicable to the observed 
profile. However, if the sputterin~ rate is not 
uniform, then the conversion of counts versus time 
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FIGURE 25 - Distortion of concentration profile due to sputtering 
by SIMS. a) Concentration profile. b) Output from SIMS. 
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to concentration versus distance b~ usin~ EQuation 
4.2 would lead to an uns~~metricall~ distorted 
profile which would not be area preservin~. In 
such a case the mass balance idea would not be 
applicable to the data. 
A further co~plication occurs if the sputtered 
surface of the oxide is not planar but has instead 
a convoluted morpholo~~ as shown in Fi~ure 26. Let 
C(~) be the true concentration profile of the 
tracer in the oxide. In this case for a sputterin~ 
time of ~t infor~ation is bein~ collected fro~ a 
ran~e of depths ~ to 
1 
~ and 
2 
the reported 
concentration is the avera~e of the concentration 
over this depth ran~e wei~hted b~ the amount of 
material re~oved fro~ a ~iven depth. Let dV(~) be 
the volu~e of oxide removed at depth 
sputtering for a time6t. The average concentraton 
reported is ~iven b~: Y2 
f C(z) dV(z) 
c • Y1 ~-------------- ••• (5.2) 
Y2 . 
f dV(z) 
Y1 
If the ran~e of depths over which information is 
simultaneousl~ received. is too lar~e it ma~ 
distort the concentration profile to an extent that 
obtairtin~ Quantitative information from it is 
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FIGURE 26 - Effect of non-uniform sputter surface. 
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impossible. 
Another major problem faced when a sputter 
etchinS techniQue is used on a polYcrYstalline oxide 
is the phenomenon of preferential sputterinS. The 
srain boundarv resion may sputter at a faster rat. 
than the Srains. The sputterins rate of the Srains 
themselves may be a function of their orientation. 
This means that the ranSe of depths over which the 
sisnal is collected will vary across the sputter 
surface. Figure 27a) shows the oxide scale beinS 
made UP of 2 reSions A and B where B sputters twice 
as fast as A. A could represent the Srain while B 
could represent the Srain boundarv or alternatel~ 
the~ could represent Srains of fast and slow 
sputter orientation. FiSure 27 shows the sputter 
surface after a sputte~ins time 6t. The reported 
concentration is the ave raSe of the concentraton 
measured over the shaded area in Fisure 27b). This 
preferential sputter etch ins can also severely limit 
the resolution of the data. 
5.4 SIMS data 
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FIGURE 27 - Preferential sputtering of oxide by SIMS. 
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Fi~ure 28 shows the total counts of oX~Sen 
plotted as a function of normalised scale depth for 
a sample polished b~ 1 micron diamond paste and 
oxidised successivel~ in air and 0-18 tracer at 
o 
1100 C for 20 hours and 16 hours, 25 minutes 
respectivel~. It is important to note that the 
ox~sen counts drop off ver~ ~raduall~ and there is 
no discontinuit~ indicatinS a sharp oxide-metal 
interface. This could be due to a combination of 
preferential sputter ins and non planar oxide 
~rowth. Fisure 29 shows a SEH piciure of the same 
crater. The metal Srains and the resions of oxide 
can be seen side b~ side as marked b~ M and 0 
respectivel~. The lace~ structure is evident in 
the oxide. The apparent tracer concentration 
profile of the same sample is plotted in Fisure 30. 
If there was a sharp interface, the tracer 
concentration profile would have fallen off rapidl~ 
once the metal was reached. However, not onl~ does 
the concentration profile at the interface not fall 
off steepl~ but it has a lesser slope than the near 
surface profile. This indicates that the problems 
of non planar oxide growth and preferential 
sputterins are too severe to appl~ our model to 
obtain Quantitative data. 
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FIGURE 28 - Plot of total oxygen counts versus normalised depth. 
FIGURE 29 - 'lbp view of the sputtered crater. 
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5.5 Conclusions 
The aim of this stud~ was to develop the 
double oxidation· tracer techniQue. The thrust of 
the work was to come UP with a method of anal~sis 
of the tracer concentration profile such that 
valuable information could be obtained from it. 
The mass balance ideas developed can be used 
to deduce the oxidation mechanism from the tracer 
distribution in the oxide scale. if the oxide Srows 
in a ~lanar fashion. For all ~lanar Srowins 
scales. if a true tracer concentration ~rofile can 
be obtained. the fraction of inward and outward 
srowth can be deduced b~ mass balance. 
An effort was then made to develo~ an anal~sis 
which could be u~ed to derive Quantitative 
diffusion data from the tracer concentration 
profile. The specific diffusion problem of tracer 
distribution in a pol~cr~stalline oxide scale 
SrowinS b~ inward ox~Sen srain boundar~ diffusion 
with exchanSe was solved usinS a model based on the 
Oishi-Ichimura combined lattice and boundar~ 
diffusion model. For uniform Srains across the 
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scale, uniQue profles could be predicted using a 
combination of D, D and r. It was found that each 
b 
parameter had a different effect on the profile. 
The model could be seneralized to "accomodate an~ 
srain size distribution obtained in a real oxide 
scale. Careful consideration was also given to the 
factors that could distort the data. 
Having developed the anal~sis, it was tested 
on the FeCrAI-Zr allo~. Based on the extensive 
studies on NiCrAI allo~s and long time oxidation 
studies on FeCrAl allo~s b~ Smialek, the FeCrAI-Zr 
allo~ was expected to oxidise in a planar fashion. 
However it was found that the oxidation behaviour 
of FeCrAI-Zr allo~ was extremel~ unpredictable and 
the microstructure of the oxide varied from sample 
to sample and even within the sample. The 
formation and changes in the lace~ structure at the 
gas-oxide interface suggested that outward cation 
transport also occured. So it was found that the 
FeCrAI-Zr alios was not a good s~stem to appl~ the 
model. The SIMS which had been ver~ successfull~ 
used on amorphous materials led to preferential 
sputtering in the pol~cr~stalline oxide scale and 
caused distortion of the tracer concentration 
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profile. Thus no attempt was made to derive 
diffusion coefficients from the data obtained. 
To exploit the anal~sis and Quar,t i tat i ve 
modellin~ done in this thesis, it is necessasar~ to 
appl~ the double oxidation techniQue to systems 
with t~picall~ planar ~rowin~ scales. There is 
also a need to improve the profilin~ techniQues on 
, 
pol~cr~stalline scales usin~ proton activation or 
SIMS havin~ uniform sputter etchins. 
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CHAPTER 6 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
1. The realistic oxide microstructure could be 
incorporated in the computer pro~ram b~ treatin~ 
the problem of var~in~ ~rain size and shape across 
the oxide scale. For oxide scales havin~ columnar 
~rains, the exchan~e process could be treated as 
diffusion into a c~linder. The onl~ modification 
reQuired would be to substitute Eauation 3.7 b~ the 
correspondinS eQuation of diffusion of tracer into 
a c~linder havin~ a constant surface concentration. 
2. The presence of precipitates of a second phase 
with different 
incorporated in 
ox~sen diffusivit~ could 
the pro~ram b~ considerins 
be 
the 
variation of lattice diffusivit~ across the oxide 
scale. 
3. The problem of combined inward ox~~en tracer 
diffusion with exchan~e and outward aluminum 
diffusion could be addressed. 
4. The amount of 0-16 in the old oxide undersoin~ 
direct surface exchan~e with the ~as durin~ tracer 
oxidation can be calculated. This would lead to a 
102 
modification of the mass balance ideas. However 
the amount of 0-16 involved in direct exc~anSe with 
the Sas is not very sisnificant (Appendix B). 
5. A system with an inherently planar Srowins 
oxide scale should be chosen to apply this model. 
The analYsis techniQues developed could be applied 
to the existinS tracer concentration data on NiD by 
Atkinson et. al.[51J and NiCrAI-Zr by Reddy [15J. 
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APPENDIX A 
Listin~ of the Computer Pro~ram 
dimension c(40),ci(40),ca(40),ti(40),c~rain(40) 
open (unit=l,status='old',name='f~lf.dat') 
READ(l,*)concint 
read(I,*)dop,~c 
READ ( 1 , * )1.13 
read(I,*>tstop,temp,tau,dl,Sbwd,okp 
READ ( 1 , * )l.J4 
read(I,*)ssize,dsb 
open(unit=2,status='new',name='lpfl.obJ') 
open(unit=3,status='new',name='~rate.obJ') 
open(unit=4,status='new',name='~bc.obJ') 
write(2,3) 
3 FORMAT(SX,6HTEMP, ,IOHO-18TIME, ,8HO-16TIME) 
write(2,4)temp,tstoP,tau 
4 format(4X,F6.0,3x,f6.0,4X,f6.0) 
write(2,8) 
8 FORMATCSX,14HGRAINSIZE(M), ,25HGB-DIFF 
* COEFF(M**2/SEC), , 
* 21HLDIFF COEFF(M**2/SEC),Sx,5h~bwd ) 
write(2,9)ssize,dgb,dl,gbwd 
9 format<Sx,el1.3,Sx,el1.3,13X,El1.3,10x,el1.3) 
write(2,10) 
10 format(3X,SH time,4x,lhl,Sx,lh2,Sx, 
* Ih4,5x,lh6,Sx,lh8,5x,2hI0,4x, 
* 2h12,4x,2hI4,4x,2hI6,4x,2h18,4x,2h20) 
READ(l,*)WS 
read(I,*)tinc,dtpr 
t=O. 
tprint=dtpr 
do 85 k=I,20 
ti(k)=O.O 
8S continue 
c(1)=0.5 
do 11 .. i=2,21 
c(J)=O.O 
11 continue 
do 700 J=1,20 
csrain(J)=O.O 
700 continue 
tsrate=«20.0/19.0)**2.0)*tau 
nscolJnt=20 
~·~scale=20.0 
115 
deltw=«okp*tau)**O.5)/19.() 
26 t=tftinc 
alpha=d~b*dop/(sc*temP*«OkP*(T+tau»**O.5» 
a=4*dl/(Ssize*Sbwd) 
B=«3.14/GSIZE)**2.).*DL*T 
var=O. 
DO 12 N4=1i20 
var=varfexp(-b*(N4**2.» 
VAR4=EXP(-B*CN4**2» 
IF(VAR4/VAR.LE.0.Ol)GO TO 100 
12 continue 
100 N4=1 
beta=a*var 
x=(dSb/(deltv**2.»-(alpha/(2.*deltv» 
w=(1./tinc)-(2*dSb/(deltw**2.»-beta 
z=(dSb/(deltw**2.»+(alpha/(2.*deltw» 
do 16 J=2,nscount 
16 cieJ)=tinc*(x*c(Jfl)fw*c(J) 
* fz*c(J-l)+beta*csrain(J» 
ci(1)=1.0*concint 
ci(40)=O.O 
do 35 k=l,nscount 
ifCciCk).le.O.O)so to 35 
ti(k)~ti(k)+tinc 
35 continue 
ifCt-tprint)20,17,17 
17 continue 
write(4,800)t,ci(2),ci(8),ci(16), 
* ci(20),ci(21),ci(22),ci(23), 
* ci(24),ci(25),ci(26),ci(27),ci(28) 
BOO format(lx,f7.0,12f5.2) 
do BO J=1,20 
b=«3.14/ssize'**2.)*dl*ti(J) 
call expcal(b,vop) 
ca(J)=(1-«6.IC3.14**2.»*vop»* 
* (ci(J)-csrain(J»fcsraineJ) 
ca(J)=«(ssize/2.0)**3.)' 
* ca(J)fl.5*«ssize/2.)**2.)* 
* Sbwd*ci(J»/«(Ssize/2.)+(Sbwd/2.»**3.) 
80 continue 
write(2,lB)t,ca(1),cae2),ca(4), 
* ca(6),ca(B),ca(10),ca(12),ca(14), 
* ca(16),ca(lB),ca(20) 
18 farmat(lX,F7.0,11F6.2) 
tprint=tprintfdtpr 
20 if(t-tstap)515,21,21 
21 do 90 J=l,nscount 
b=«3.14/Ssize)**2.)*dl*tieJ) 
call expcal(b,vop) 
116 
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ca(J)=(1-«6./(3.14**2.»*vop»* 
* (ci(J)-cSrain(J»tcsrain(J) 
ca(J)=«(Ssize/2.0)**3.)* 
* ca(J)tl.5*«ssize/2.)**2.)* 
* sbwd*ci(J»/«(ssize/2.)t(sbwd/2.»**3.) 
90 continue 
write(2,30)t,ca(1),ca(2),ca(4), 
* ca(6),ca(8),ca(10),ca(12),ca(14), 
* ca(16),ca(18),CA(20) 
30 FORMAT(lX,F7.0,11F6.2) 
write(2,150)ciC20) 
150 forruat(lllf7.2) 
areal=O.O 
do 600 n=1,19 
areai=(caCn)tca(ntl»/2.0 
areal=arealtareai 
600 continue 
area2=O.0 
nsc=nsc:oIJnt-l 
do 680 J=20,nsc 
areaJ=1.0-«ca(n)+ca(ntl»/2.0) 
area2=area2tareaJ 
680 continue 
xinc=(areal-area2)/(1.0-ci(nscount» 
xscale=xscaletxinc 
write(3,610)t,xscale,xinc, 
* ca(21),ca(22),ca(23),ca(24),ca(25), 
* ca(26),ca(27),ca(28),ca(29) 
610 forruat(lx,f7.0,2x,f6.2,lx,f5.2,lx,9f6.2) 
stop 
515 continue 
tcoIJnter=t+tau 
ifCtcounter-tsrate)520,530,530 
530 continue 
do 580 j=l,ns~ount 
b=«3.14/ssize>**2.)*dl*ti(J) 
call expcal(b,vop) 
ca(J)=(1-«6./(3.14**2.»*vop»* 
* (ci(j)-csrain(j»+csrainej> 
ca(J)=«(ssize/2.0)**3.>*ca(J) 
* tl.5*«ssize/2.)**2.>* 
* Sbwd*ci (j) )/·e «ssize/2. )t(sbwd/2.) )**3.) 
580 continue 
write(2,640)t,cael),ca(2),ca(4), 
* ca(6),ca(8),ca(10),ca(12),ca(14) 
* ,ca(16),ca(18),ca(20) 
640 forruat(lx,f7.0,11f6.2) 
area1=:O.O 
do 500 n=1,19 
117 
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areai=(ca(n)+ca(n+l»/2.0 
areal=areal+areai 
500 continue 
area2=0.O 
,jnsc=nscoIJnt-l 
do 670 ,j=20,Jnsc 
areaJ=1.0-«ca(n)+ca(n+1»/2.0) 
area2=area2+area,j 
670 continue 
xinc=(areal-area2)/(1.0-ci(nscount» 
xscale=xscale+xinc 
write(3,510)t,xscale.xinc. 
* ca(21),ca(22),ca(23),ca(24),ca(25), 
* ca(26),ca(27),ca(28),ca(29) 
510 format(lx,f7.0,2x,f6.2,lx,f5.2,lx,9f6.2) 
tsrate=«tau**0.5)/19.0+(tsrate**0.S»**2.0 
cSrain(nscount+l)=ci(nscount) 
ci(nscount+l)=ci(nscount) 
nscount=nscount+l 
520 so to 24 
24 DO 25 K=1,40 
c (It..> =ci (It..> 
25 cont i nlJe 
so to 2t, 
end 
subroutine expcal(bl,out) 
out=O.O 
do 60 n=1,20 
n2=rl**2 
out=out+(exp(-bl*n2)/n2) 
var2=(out-(e::p(-bl*n2)/n2) )/out 
if(var2.st.0.99)So to 70 
60 continue 
70 n=1 
end 
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APPENDIX B 
Justification of Assumptions Made 
While developinS the mass balance ideas in 
Section 3.3, it is assumed that the amount of 0-16 
in the old scale involved in direct surface 
exchange with the tracer when 
oxidized in 0-18 gas is negligible. 
the sample is 
The diffusion 
of 
the 
0-16 atoms from the scale to the gas is due to 
concentration gradient only and can be 
evaluated setting 
gradient eaual to zero. 
the chemical potential 
Area A in Figure 31 
represents the amount of tracer retained in the old 
oxide due to inward grain boundary diffusion of 
tracer with exchange. Area B is the amount of 0-16 
in the old scale which under~oes direct surface 
exchange with a same amount of 0-18 in the Sas 
during the tracer oxidation. Area B is about 7% of 
area A. So the amount of tracer diffusins into the 
oxide due to direct surface exchange is not very 
siSnificant. 
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FIGURE 31 - Comparison of direct surface exchange to total exchange. 
The problem of tracer exchan~e between the 
~rain boundaries and ~rains was solved by treating 
the grains as spherical sinks with a constant 
surface concentration. y (Section 3.5). This was 
done for mathematical convinience so that .y 
could be evaluated in ~Quation 3.8. However .y is 
not a constant but is a function of time. However 
the assumption of a constant ~rain surface tracer 
concentration is not very severe. As shown in 
Figure 32, the relatively high value of ~rain 
boundary diffusivity causes the grain surface 
tracer concentration to rapidl~ reach a near steadY 
state value. There is onl~ about an 8X variation 
in the ~rain surface tracer concentration when the 
~rains are bein~ filled with tracer due to 
exchange. Thus the assumption of a constant 
does not lead to a lar~e error. 
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FIGURE 32 - The variation of grain surface and average grain concentration with time. 
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